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Abstract— In recent years a new conceptualization of trust in
human-robot interaction (HRI) was introduced, revolutionizing
the research on trust in social robots. This new concep-
tualization of trust considers two main aspects for human
trust in robots, namely performance trust (i.e., identical to
the trust in human-automation interaction) and moral trust
(i.e., identical to the trust in human-human interaction). The
introduction of these two trust aspects raises many questions.
Does violating each of these two trust aspects affect human trust
differently? Would violating each of these two trust aspects by a
robotic teammate affect human trust differently than a human
teammate? Would humans take similar retaliation strategies
for both performance and moral trust violations? Would this
strategy vary in confronting human or robotic teammates? The
main aim of our ongoing study is to investigate the effects
of the performance trust violation and moral trust violation
separately. We want to investigate the effects of violating these
two trust aspects by a robotic teammate and a human teammate
on humans’ trust in their teammate. To answer these questions,
we designed an online search game in which a team of two, a
human participant and a teammate, search the area and gain
score. The teammate violates performance and moral trust in
different conditions of the game. We will study the effects of
that on human trust.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the dominant paradigm of robotic research
has been shifting from the dream of building robots capable
of autonomously performing typical human tasks to design-
ing robots capable of collaborating with humans in their daily
life. One of the most significant factors boosting cooperation
is undoubtedly trust. Nonetheless, trust is a concept that
has been addressed differently in human-human interaction
(HHI) and human-robot interaction (HRI) literature [1].

Trust in HHI studies has generally been conceptualized as
acceptance of being vulnerable to another human’s actions
and decisions outcomes or acceptance of responsibility in a
counterpart relationship [2], [3]. Competence of the coun-
terparts is an essential factor that modulates trust, related
to the trusted one’s reliability, confidence, and expertise
[4]. However, humans trust-related interactions are not nec-
essarily based on competence and, most importantly, are
not unidirectional. Indeed, trust in HHI generally entails
reciprocity [5], and if humans violate trust in relationships
due to selfish behavior, it is unlikely that they are being
trusted again in the future [6].

On the other hand, HRI research typically defines trust as
a unidirectional process of evaluation of the robot’s compe-
tence by the human trustor. Robots are usually considered
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tools humans use to perform actions or tasks rather than
intentional agents involved in symmetrical and reciprocal
interaction. Based on the human-robot trust literature, hu-
mans tend to trust robots as long as robots show competent
behavior. As robots show failure, they lose human trust
rapidly [7], [8], [9].

The design of humanoid ”social” robots caused a mas-
sive improvement in the field of human-robot trust. HRI
researchers focused on introducing a new dimension in
human-robot trust that fits the trust needs of social robots.
Researchers have introduced this new trust dimension using
human-human trust as a behavioral model [10], [11]. The
main idea behind this new dimension of human-robot trust
was the assumption that human-like robots might trigger the
same emotions and behavioral reactions that humans do.
Defining trust in HRI as a multidimensional concept [12],
and the introduction of measures for assessing different trust
dimensions [13] give rise to the question of whether both
trust dimensions have the same share in the overall trust of
humans in robots, or one dimension is of a higher impact
than the other.

Our study aims to investigate the effects of different types
of trust violations or violations of different trust dimensions
by a human or a robotic teammate on human trust. We also
aim at studying the human retaliation tendency in confronting
moral and performance violations by humans and robots. To
this end, we designed an online search and rescue task in
which one human plays multiple rounds of a search task
with the help of one teammate, which can be either a robot
or a human. The teammate violates trust by showing poor
performance or selfish behavior. We want to study how
humans react to different trust violation types by different
teammates.

II. BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We situate our work in the studies on human-robot trust,
multidimensional trust in human-robot interaction, compari-
son between human behavior toward robots and humans and
predicting human behaviour.

A. Effects of Moral and Performance Trust Violation on
Human Trust

Classifying trust violations as violating competency and
violating integrity, the two most influential trustworthiness
factors, have a long history in between-human trust liter-
ature [14], [15], [16]. Previous works in the field of HHI
revealed that favorable and unfavorable actions are weighted
and sensed differently regarding a human’s competency and



integrity. Favorable actions are weighted higher regarding a
human’s competency than unfavorable actions. However, in
assessing human integrity, unfavorable actions are weighted
higher than favorable actions [17]. Research on the trust
repair strategies in HHI also shows that different strategies
should be deployed for recovery from competency and
integrity trust violation [18], [19], [20].

In HRI, the number of research focused on robots vio-
lating different trust dimensions is limited. Clark et al. [21]
provides a classification of trust violation types in human-
automation interaction (HAI) under two main categories,
competence-based trust and integrity-based trust violations.
They state that integrity-based trust violation causes higher
trust loss than competence-based trust violation. Sebo et al.
[22] suggest that the trust type that is violated by a robot
should be considered for designing the trust repair strategy.
They also introduced different trust repair strategies that
work better for each type of trust violation by robots. Yet
these studies do not investigate how human trust will be
influenced by the violation of each of these trust types by a
robot. We therefore ask:

Research question 1: Does violation of moral trust by
a robot affect human trust different than violation of per-
formance trust if both trust violations are of the same
magnitude?

Research question 2: Does moral and performance trust
violation by a robotic teammate affect human trust differently
than a human teammate?

B. Human Tendency in Retaliation in Confrontation with
Hypocrisy

Ethical values and anti-values are significantly different
in different cultures. Yet, retaliation is a universally known
concept among sociologists and psychologists as a principle
in historical and modern societies. Scientists in a variety
of research fields connected to human behavior, have paid
substantial attention to the senses of retaliation [23].

Behavioral evidence and practical research results show
that individuals have a notable tendency towards retaliation.
Real-world experiences also revealed that humans have pun-
ishing and retaliatory motives, even when retaliation is costly
and sub-optimal. Individuals exhibit a willingness to revenge
betrayers, even when there are no personal or team benefits
in that [24], [25].

Our recent study on the effects of robotic teammate
hypocrisy on human perception of the robotic teammate’s
trustability, confirms these findings [26]. Our results show
that humans have a tendency toward retaliating the robot’s
dishonest behavior. In our study, we designed a human-robot
cooperative search game. The robotic teammate sometimes
behaves hypocritically and jeopardizes the team benefits to
gain the individual score. It revealed that there is a tendency
in human to chooses to punish the robot and retaliate
against the hypocritical action of the robot at the expense of
sacrificing the points earned by the team. The human chose
a sub-optimal and costly effort to return the hypocrisy of the
robot. On the side, when human shows hypocritical action,

the humans expect the robot to retaliate. Accordingly, the
human instantly begins to show preventative behavior so as
not to be harmed by the robot’s retaliation.

Research question 3: Is there any differences between
individuals’ tendency in retaliating the moral-trust violation
of the human and robotic teammates?

Research question 4: Would humans be more forgiving
toward robotic teammates’ performance and moral trust
violations than human teammates ?

III. THEORY

We aim to investigate our research questions with a 4-
conditions experiment, 2 trust aspect violations (i.e., violat-
ing moral trust vs. violating performance trust), × 2 teammate
types (i.e., human vs. robot) between-subject study. We
designed an online search game (i.e., hosted on a web-page)
for this study. In the game, teams of two (i.e., one human
participant and one human or robot teammate) play 10 rounds
of a search game 25 seconds length each. Members of the
team are supposed to find targets hidden in the area. There
are 100 points associated with each target being detected by
members of the team (Fig. 1).

The human participant cannot see or control the team-
mate’s work during the round. At the end of each round,
members of the team make a trust decision. Trust decision
is to decide about adding the score gained in that round to the
team score or individual score. Each of the team members
should make the trust decision individually. If members of
the team add the gained score to the team score, twice the
score gained will be added to the team score. If they decide
to add the score to the individual score, an unchanged score
amount will be added to the individual score. The doubling
score strategy aims to encourage team members to work as a
team rather than working individually. This is similar to the
investor trustee game used in HHI studies [27]. The human
participant should make this decision before seeing the score
gained and the trust decision made by the teammate in each
round. Therefore, it is a blind decision. After making a trust
decision, the human participant will be shown the targets
picked by the teammate in that round and the trust decision
that the teammate made (Fig. 2). The the blind trust decision
in this game is similar to the general idea of investment
decision in the investor-trustee game [28].

Note that there is particularly no robotic or human team-
mate for the human participants. Unknown to participants,
robot detections and trust decisions of the teammate is pre-
programmed and displayed at set times.

A. Experiment Conditions

Targets in the game are aimed to simulate the good/bad
performance of the teammate. Picking more targets is as-
sociated with gaining more scores and is expected to be
considered a sign of good performance of the teammate
by the human participant, and picking fewer targets to
be considered a sign of bad performance or violation of
performance trust. We have two types of scores in this game,
team score (TS) and individual performance score (IS). These



Fig. 1. Screen capture of the search page of the game: the human participant and his/her teammate need to search the area to find gold stars hidden in
the area and gain score. The purple area is already searched by the human participant. The dark gray space around that is the unsearched area. The green
bar around the targets is an indicator that those targets are picked by the human participant. On the left side, there is a legend showing the total team score
and individual scores gained by each team member. The remaining time of the round is also previewed under the legend.

Fig. 2. Screen capture of the results page of the game. On the right side, the score gained by the teammate in the current round, the teammate’s trust
decision, and the team and individual scores gained by the teammate in the previous round are previewed.

two score types are defined to show the teamwork spirit and
selfishness of a teammate, respectively. So, we expect adding
to the team score by a teammate to be considered a sign
of morality and adding to the individual score as a sign of
immorality or violation of moral trust.

In this game, we have 4 conditions. In all of those, the
summation of the scores added by the teammate to the team
score in 10 rounds of the game is the same and equal to
1500 points. The differences in these conditions are about
the identity of the teammate and the trust decisions that the
teammate takes during 10 rounds of the game. The teammate
is either a human or a robot and is either moral (i.e., adds
every score that gains to the team score) or immoral (i.e.,
adds some of the scores that gain to the individual score).
Table I and III-A show the number of targets and trust
decisions that moral and immoral agents make during the
10 rounds of the game.

Note that in the rounds 5, 6, 7, and 8 where the immoral
agent adds the gained score to the individual score, the moral
agent gains no score. The score patterns are designed this
way to keep the total score added by the agents to the team

TABLE I
NUMBER OF PICKED TARGETS AND TRUST DECISIONS OF THE MORAL

TEAMMATE, TS (TEAM SCORE), IS (INDIVIDUAL SCORE).

Round
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number
of Targets 3 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 3

Trust
Decision TS TS TS TS TS TS TS TS TS TS

TABLE II
NUMBER OF PICKED TARGETS AND TRUST DECISIONS OF THE IMMORAL

TEAMMATE, TS (TEAM SCORE), IS (INDIVIDUAL SCORE).

Round
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number
of Targets 3 2 2 3 3 2 1 4 2 3

Trust
Decision TS TS TS TS IS IS IS IS TS TS



score equal. In addition to that, we aimed to see if violating
performance trust (i.e., gaining no score in rounds 5 to 8)
affect trust more negatively or violating moral-trust (i.e.,
adding the gained score in rounds 5 to 8 to the individual
score).

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section details of the user study that we will per-
form will be explained. As mentioned in the Theory section,
our aim is to study the effects of violating performance
and moral trust by robotic and human teammates on human
trust and investigate the retaliation strategy of human against
robotic and human teammates.

A. Participants

We will run this experiment in online form and we will
recruit a total of 200 participants (i.e., 50 participants in
each condition) from Amazon Mechanical Turk for this
experiment.

B. Measurements

We designed multiple subjective and objective measures
in the game developed for this experiment. Some of the
designed measures are trust-related and measure the changes
in the human participant’s trust in his/her teammate. Some
others are designed to see if human shows different retalia-
tion tendency toward humans and robots and in confrontation
with moral trust violation and performance trust violation.
These measures will be described in detail in the following.

1) Post-round questions: there is a list of two questions
that will be asked from participants repeatedly at the
end of each round. These questions are in a Likert scale
from 1 to 7 (i.e., 1=very poor, 7= excellent), which asks
participants to rate their teammate’s performance and
their teammate as a teammate.

2) Trust decision and response time: At the end of each
round, participants are asked to decide whether they
want to add the score they gained in that round to
the team score or individual score. The trust decision
measure incorporates two measures, 1- the human par-
ticipants’ decision to retaliate by adding their score to
the individual score, 2- the time taken from participants
to make decision.

3) Post-survey questionnaire: After playing 10 rounds
of the game participants will be asked to fill multi-
dimensional trust measure (MDMT) [13] questionnaire
before leaving the experiment page.

C. Hypothesises

H1: Participants will chose to retaliate against the immoral
teammate by adding their gained scores to the individual
score. Therefore, the number of participants who chose
to add their gained score to the individual score will be
significantly higher in the game conditions that the teammate
is immoral.

H2: More participants chose to retaliate the immoral action
of the human teammate that the robot teammate.

H3: Moral trust violation will affect participants’ trust
more negatively than performance trust violation. Therefore,
the overall trust score that immoral teammate gains in the
post-survey questionnaire will be lower.

H4: Human teammate will be more distrusted than robotic
teammate for violating performance trust and moral trust.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study investigates the effects of violating performance
and moral trust by a robotic and a human teammate. The
main aim is to compare the effects of violating these two
trust aspects on human trust and see if a human teammate’s
violation of these two trust aspects is perceived differently
than a robotic teammate. In the second phase of our ex-
periment, we also aim to see if these two trust aspects are
distinguishable using physiological measurements as a trust
measure.

In future work, we would expect to develop models of trust
capable of providing a measure of gained/loss of moral and
performance trust in human-robot interaction. As mentioned
in [22], a trust repair strategy in HRI should be developed
based on the trust type being violated by a robot. Developing
methods for measuring the gain/loss of each trust aspect
will help develop trust repair strategies or, in general, trust
calibration policies for each type of trust violation.

Researchers have used a variety of different trust measure-
ment strategies for measuring trust in HRI, HAI, and HHI.
Many researchers have used subjective and objective trust
measures [1], [29]. Some researchers have used physiological
measurements [30], facial expressions, and human voice
features [31]. Another interesting idea for future work is to
study which of the trust measurement strategies that different
researchers have used for measuring trust in HHI and HRI
have the potential to provide separate measures of gain/loss
of trust in each of the two different trust classes. More robust
trust classifiers (e.g., classifying trust gain/loss under two
classes, moral-trust gain/loss, performance-trust gain/loss)
and trust measurements strategies can be developed by
combining these methods.

In sum, we expect to develop trust measurements strategies
that provide more insightful measures of human trust in a
robot that provide us more information about what caused
humans to lose trust in a robot. We expect these methods
to add to the robot’s intelligence by reasoning about the
gain/loss of trust in humans. Robots acquired with these trust
assessment methods will be able to choose appropriate trust
dampening/repair strategies based on the gained/lost trust
type.
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